2016 MARKETING & RESEARCH Conference
Venture Through the Looking Glass

General Session Highlights
Consumers in Control: The New Reality for Marketers in the Digital Age
Elizabeth Brady
Senior Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer
Principal Financial Group

Unlike Alice, who ventured into an alternate world, marketers today face a new reality that’s right here, right now. Consumers
are in control of the brand journey, not brands themselves. Now more than ever, we must create emotional connections with
customers. If we don’t, we’re invisible. But with myriad channels available to reach them and the distraction of 30,000 messages
a day hurled at them, how? This presentation will focus on the key elements of brand building — from facts to feelings — in the
digital age where consumers control everything. Beth’s broad and deep career experience in building consumer package goods
brands, making data and research-based marketing decisions, and now, re-invigorating a 137-year old financial services
brand, uniquely equip her to share expertise, insights and stories that will inspire you to re-energize and re-think your role.

The Power of the Visual: Capturing Attention in an Eight-Second World
Debra Jasper, Ph.D.
Founder and CEO
Mindset Digital

Betsy Hubbard
President and Founder
Mindset Digital

Today’s audiences have an eight-second attention span. Eight seconds. To capture attention, your presentations, data, annual
reports — even your emails — must be presented in a more captivating way. So what works? Compelling visual content.
Seventy percent of the information we take in, we take in through our eyes. So in this fast-paced session, Debra and Betsy
will examine:
• The art of visual storytelling
• The rise of Pinterest, Snapchat, Vine, Periscope, and more
• The explosive increase in the use of infographics and data visualizations
• How to leverage new tools to share more visual data and reports
You have big goals: you need to improve your communications, marketing, and outreach to generate excitement and build
stronger connections. Isn’t it time to harness the power of the visual?
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Survival of the Fittest: The Rise of
the Omni-channel Advisor
STEPHEN D’ANGELO
Vice President, Global Sales
Hearsay Social

As consumer expectations change with each technology
innovation, every financial services and insurance company
today is struggling with determining the best channel to
reach the social, mobile client. Legacy channels seem
inadequate while the rise of robo-advice firms, insurance
comparison sites, and direct-to-consumer offerings look to
disrupt the industry. Will the “digitization of everything”
mark the beginning of the end for traditional agency
business? Stephen will share his perspectives on potential
outcomes and what financial services leaders and marketers
must do to help advisors adapt, be more productive, and
thrive in a world where technology advancements and
innovation are only accelerating.

Creating an Exceptional Service Experience
— Presented by Disney Institute
Service is the cumulative result of things going right at every
customer touchpoint. This intentional focus on the customer
experience requires an understanding of the customer that
extends beyond traditional service criteria. Discover how
Disney uses a variety of “listening posts” to understand their
guests and how they work to create both an emotional and
rational connection to create a stronger bond with their
customers. This powerful session is not about becoming
Disney, but rather learning to think how they think, and
adapting these principles to your own organization.

How to Market to People
Who Are Not Like You:
The New Market Segmentation
Kelly McDonald
Marketing and Advertising Expert

In today’s complex marketing environment, diversity
marketing is the new norm. This comes in many forms —
from gender and race to life stage and hobbies. By
recognizing these differences and tailoring your efforts to
focus on differences rather than similarities, you validate
the importance and uniqueness of your audiences and
improve your results. Kelly’s presentation will explore:
• New market segments and how they’re impacting culture
• Groups offering the biggest opportunity for your business
— today and tomorrow
• Key emotional drivers for important targets
• Strategies for identifying and reaching high-potential
segments

Adaptability: The New Competitive
Advantage
Alison Salka, Ph.D.
Senior Vice President and
Director of Research
LIMRA
The financial services industry has been
changing at an unprecedented pace. Increasing consumer
demands, new regulation, and changing technologies all
contribute to an environment of uncertainty. To navigate
this uncertainty, individuals and companies need to be
able to see opportunities and experiment with new strategies.
This session will provide an overview of the changing
environment and offer some insights into how companies
can benefit from these changes.

To Register: www.limra.com/mrc
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Program Overview
Wednesday, June 1
Meet and Greet — 2:00 to 2:30 p.m.
Join us as the conference begins to meet and greet peers while
you share ideas and common experiences.

General Session — 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.

Survival of the Fittest: The Rise of
the Omni-channel Advisor
STEPHEN D’ANGELO
Vice President, Global Sales
Hearsay Social

Consumers in Control: The New Reality for
Marketers in the Digital Age

Break — 1:00 to 1:15 p.m.

Elizabeth Brady
Senior Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer
Principal Financial Group

Refreshment Break — 2:15 to 2:30 p.m.

Concurrent Workshops — 1:15 to 2:15 p.m.
Concurrent Workshops — 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.

Refreshment Break — 3:30 to 4:00 p.m.

Refreshment Break — 3:30 to 4:00 p.m.

Concurrent Workshops — 4:00 to 5:00 p.m.

General Session — 4:00 to 5:00 p.m.

First-Timers’ Reception — 5:30 to 6:00 p.m.
LIMRA Reception — 6:00 to 7:00 p.m.

Creating an Exceptional Service Experience
— Presented by Disney Institute

Thursday, June 2

Friday, June 3

Continental Breakfast — 7:00 to 8:00 a.m.

Continental Breakfast — 7:00 to 8:00 a.m.

General Session — 8:00 to 9:00 a.m.

Concurrent Workshops — 8:00 to 9:00 a.m.

The Power of the Visual: Capturing Attention
in an Eight-Second World

Exhibitor Raffle and Refreshment Break —
9:00 to 9:30 a.m.

Debra Jasper, Ph.D.
Founder and CEO
Mindset Digital

General Sessions — 9:30 to 11:15 a.m.

Betsy Hubbard
President and Founder
Mindset Digital

Kelly McDonald
Marketing and Advertising Expert

Break — 9:00 to 9:30 a.m.
Concurrent Workshops — 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
Break — 10:30 to 10:45 a.m.
Concurrent Workshops — 10:45 to 11:45 a.m.
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Luncheon and Guest Speaker — 11:45 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
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How to Market to People Who Are Not
Like You: The New Market Segmentation

Adaptability: The New Competitive
Advantage
Alison Salka, Ph.D.
Senior Vice President and Director of Research
LIMRA

Adjournment — 11:15 a.m.

MARKETING & RESEARCH Workshops
Please use this as a reference to select one workshop from each time period.
	Product,
	Sales &
	Distribution

Marketing	Digital	Research
Customer	Strategic
Communications Marketing	Approaches	Insights	Issues

Wednesday
1. Marketing & Technology Collaboration...
It’s a Small World After All					
2. Comfortably Plum: Ignoring the Cultural Noise to
		
Connect With Affluent Consumers
u			u
3. A Whole New World...Life Foundation is Now
		
Life Happens
u
u
4. Bringing the Nonconscious to Life
u		 u
u

4:00 to 5:00 p.m.

		

u

Thursday
5. Embracing the Digital Marketing Evolution			
u
6. Revolutionizing the Insurance Industry Through the
		
Use of Genetic Testing		
				u
7. The Evolution of Distribution: Insurance Purchasing
		
Preferences by Generation
u				
u
8. Developing a Multicultural Marketing Strategy
u		u
u
9:30 to 10:30 a.m.

10:45 to 11:45 a.m.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
		
14.
		
15.
		
16.

1:15 to 2:15 p.m.

Marketing & Sales: Friend or Foe?
u
u
Jubilescence: Consumer Insights to Inspire Innovation		
u			 u
Take Your Digital Content Marketing to the Next Level			
u
Make Research “Go Viral” With Video Deliverables				
u
u

Marketing Think Tank — Your Innovative Ideas in
the Spotlight!
u
u
u			u
Lights, Camera, Action! Video Production From Concept
to Audience Engagement
u
u
u
Digital Disruption: How the Tech World is
Changing Insurance
u		u		u
Millennials Rising		
			u

17. Social Media Success — Fantasy or Reality?
18. Navigating the Consumer Journey: Converting
		
Experience Into Insights

2:30 to 3:30 p.m.

u

u		u

19. Tech Talks With Your Peers
20. Research Be Nimble, Research Be Quick!		

u			u
u
u
		u

Friday
21. Will the Real Customer (Decision) Please Stand Up?		
u			u
22. Peering Through the Looking Glass — Dimensions of
		
Assessing Data Analytics Programs
		 u
u		u

8:00 to 9:00 a.m.

To Register: www.limra.com/mrc
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Marketing & Research Workshops
Wednesday, June 1

3.	A Whole New World…Life Foundation is Now
Life Happens

4:00 to 5:00 p.m.
1. Marketing & Technology Collaboration…
It’s a Small World After All

Life Happens, formerly Life Foundation, continues to reinvent their
brand and offerings. The non-profit organization offers various
tools including new customizable marketing tools that your agents
can use. Every moment gets better, come hear how they can help
your marketing area.

Increased Marketing demands combined with the speed in
Technological changes require strong collaboration. Meet a
distinguished multi-company panel consisting of both marketing
and technology leaders.
• Examine recent successful collaborated initiatives, and how to
navigate corporate/role based cultural differences with best
practice results.

• There is a full suite of marketing tools and resources that your
agents can personalize. Learn how to make better use of the
materials offered.

• Learn the importance of planning marketing/technology projects
with the customer experience in mind and how to best leverage
that point of view when implementing initiatives at your
company.

• A local agent will speak on the value of using Life Happens.

• Participate in the session through open panel dialogue.
PETE BROWN, CLU, Assistant Vice President, Digital
Marketing, Western & Southern Life; CHRIS HILL, Vice
President Insurance System and Strategic Technology,
Western & Southern Financial Group; Nicholas Volpe,
Chief Information Officer, Individual Markets, Guardian Life
Insurance Company of America; BETH WOOD, Chief
Marketing Officer, Individual Markets, Guardian Life
Insurance Company of America; Moderator: SHAWN
SMITH, Director, Life Product Marketing, Guardian Life
Insurance Company of America

2. Comfortably Plum: Ignoring the Cultural Noise to
Connect With Affluent Consumers
Too many marketers think that the affluent see themselves as rich.
Today’s affluent consumers feel more vulnerable and a lot less
wealthy than brands perceive. To connect with affluent consumers,
brands must tune in to the subtle and surprising cues that affluents
are telegraphing about their own self-image, beliefs, and behavior.
Join CEB Iconoculture’s Kara McGuire as she guides you through a
rich discussion on the ways financial services institutions can better
resonate with affluent consumers. Implications will be tailored with
an emphasis on retirement and life insurance/annuities.
KARA MCGUIRE, Senior Consumer Strategist, CEB
Iconoculture Consumer Insights; Moderator: MARTIE ZOOR,
Senior Research Analyst & Consultant, Consumer Insights &
Group Benefits, Lincoln Financial Group
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• New Life Happens Pro can be your personal marketing
department. Find out how this new platform can help your
agents get more business.
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• Life Happens will share what real life stories are and provide
examples.
• Life Insurance Awareness Month is September and Life Happens
will share insight on the 2016 Campaign.
MATT DERRICK, Executive Vice President, Programs and
Marketing, Life Happens; Moderator: KRISTA STEVENS,
Marketing Specialist, Sales Development, Ameritas Life

4. Bringing the Nonconscious to Life
Learn about applying nonconscious methods to provide answers
traditional research techniques have not been able to deliver.
• Hear how a leading financial organization has applied
nonconscious methods to learn to engage consumers and
motivate action.
• Understand their methods, stimuli and key insights.
• See how they have incorporated their findings into business
practices.
BARBARA ERNST, Vice President, Marketing, Prudential
Financial; ENDRI PANARITI, Associate Manager, Prudential
Financial; Moderator: AMY MARCUS, Vice President, Global
Strategic Insights, Prudential Financial

Marketing & Research Workshops
Thursday, June 2
9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
5.	Embracing the Digital Marketing Evolution
Digital marketing is constantly evolving and as marketing
professionals we must keep up with the changes. We need to
be aware of emerging trends and how they affect consumer
expectations and behaviors. This session will cover some of these
emerging trends in digital marketing, why we should be
incorporating new technology into our digital strategy, and hear
from colleagues in the industry who are embracing new
technologies; what are they doing, their successes, and their
challenges.
SCOTT CAMPBELL, Executive Vice President and Chief
Marketing Officer, Multiple Line, American National;
MATT MIKULCIK, Senior Director, Digital Marketing and
Data Analytics, CNO Financial Group; Moderator: Katie
Piretti, Interactive Media Manager, American National

6.	Revolutionizing the Insurance Industry Through the
Use of Genetic Testing
The use of genetic testing to better quantify risk and assist in
product pricing of insurance is a very controversial topic.
The benefits of genetic testing can be clouded by emotion and
misinformation. Dr. Bruce Empringham will provide an overview
of the issues facing our industry going forward. Understanding
public perception versus reality is key to minimizing fear on the
part of consumers.
BRUCE EMPRINGHAM, M.D., Vice President & Medical
Director, Individual Life, Great-West Life, London Life,
Canada Life; Moderator: RITA LEPORE, Senior Client
Analytics Specialist, Great-West Life, London Life, Canada
Life

7.	The Evolution of Distribution: Insurance Purchasing
Preferences By Generation

8.	Developing a Multicultural Marketing Strategy
Research is abundant about multicultural segments, but how do
you determine your approach to multicultural segments as part of
your overall market strategy? What considerations are critical in
the development of a successful multicultural marketing program?
Attendees in the session will:
• Review the business imperative for multicultural marketing and
why it changes for each business
• Identify a common understanding of Total Market Strategy
• Explore how multicultural marketing is an integral part of a
holistic market strategy
• A case study regarding multicultural strategy development.
Wonhong Lee, Assistant Vice President, Consumer and
Diversity Marketing, MassMutual Financial Group;
DORINDA WALKER, Vice President, Consumer Strategy
and Key Initiatives, Multicultural Marketing, Prudential;
Moderator: AZIZA ALEXANDER, Director, Industry and
Competitive Intelligence, Prudential

10:45 to 11:45 a.m.
9. Marketing & Sales: Friend or Foe?
This session will give you real-world, practical ideas to maximize
your relationship with your sales teams.
• Explore the “Top 10 Tips” on how to most efficiently and
effectively work with your sales teams
• Uncover practical solutions to create a true partnership between
marketing and sales
• Share your Top Ideas and Success Stories with other session
attendees
Bryce Biklen, Sales Vice President, Sammons Financial
Group; LORI BOCHNER, CLU, ChFC, LLIF, Vice President,
Marketing, Sammons Financial Group; Moderator: JIM
DELUCA, LLIF, CIC, Vice President, Marketing, Western &
Southern Life

Are your distribution channels meeting the demands of the
different generations? This new consumer study from Zeldis looks
at differences in channel preference and usage by age and
generation.
The research explores:
• Current and preferred ways of purchasing insurance
• Attitudes toward the agent/broker channel and relationship
• The direct channel
• New and emerging channels
AMY REY, Vice President, Zeldis Research;
Moderator: LEANNE DRIVES, FLMI, ACS, Senior Market
Research Project Manager, Northwestern Mutual

To Register: www.limra.com/mrc
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Marketing & Research Workshops
10.	Jubilescence: Consumer Insights to Inspire Innovation
Do the insurance industry’s marketing approaches and financial
solutions align with consumers’ attitudes, beliefs, and needs?
Today’s consumers are focused on having a fulfilling lifestyle during
their working years and through retirement. What threats do they
fear will knock them off track? What consumer insights can we
learn today that will inspire innovation for new financial solutions
and better messaging?
MARIA FERRANTE-SCHEPIS, Managing Principal, Maddock
Douglas, Inc., SCOTT R. KALLENBACH, FLMI, Strategic
Research Director, LIMRA; Moderator: LINDA PACKARD,
Director, Sun Life Financial

11.	Take Your Digital Content Marketing to the Next Level

• Tips and tricks to make the most of video content before you
conduct your research
JASON KRAMER, Managing Director, Vital Findings;
Presenter/Moderator: KENIA COLLINS, Director, Market
Intelligence, MetLife

1:15 to 2:15 p.m.
13. Marketing Think Tank — Your Innovative Ideas in
the Spotlight!

Developing digital content is as much an art as it is a science.
The reality is digital content marketing can get complicated and
complex quickly. You often have limited time, space, and content
resources. How do you adapt from one style to another and how
do you manage the message and tone across platforms and
audiences? Jump start your digital content efforts with fresh ideas
and deeper insight on how to create concise and engaging content.
See examples of how to mix messaging across channels, platforms,
and customer segments.

Do you have that great idea that has never gotten past the
conversation in your head or with a few co-workers over lunch?
Or have you had a great idea that your company has successfully
implemented? Dive into the marketing think tank and share your
idea with your peers in attendance. The workshop will consist of
four groups based on one of the following topics:

Heide Palermo, Digital Content Manger, Voya Financial;
Roma Patel, Assistant Vice President, Digital Marketing
Engagement, Voya Financial; Moderator: Michelle
Fischbach, Assistant Vice President, Life Marketing
Segment, Voya Financial

c. Lead generation: including market development, social media,
repeat business with existing customers, event marketing,
re-engaging the un-engaged

12. Make Research “Go Viral” With Video Deliverables
Video deliverables do what numbers on a page often cannot —
leverage emotion to communicate key findings, connect insights to
memory, and inspire action. Research departments at major
companies like Starbucks, Warner Bros., T-Mobile, and MetLife are
increasingly employing a “don’t just say it, show it” philosophy to
sharing the voice of the customer. Video deliverables captured the
hearts and minds of their stakeholders and the attention of senior
management, raising the profile of research and most importantly,
making it exciting. And with the rise of smartphones, social media,
Snapchat, Skype, and FaceTime, consumers, brokers, and advisors
have never been more open to sharing their opinions via video.
In this session, you’ll learn:
• New methodologies for capturing video content, from mobile
research platforms to online communities, and which methods
are best for different objectives
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• Unique ways to use video, including “teasers” for building
research buzz and anticipation, video summaries to accompany
a report, and even full video reports integrating quant findings
(with examples!)

To Register: www.limra.com/mrc

a. Buying experience: simplifying and personalizing the buying
experience for today’s customer
b. Customer service: how you want it, when you want it!

d. Digital marketing: effective use of video, social media, web,
webinars, or advertising
You will have 90 seconds to present and sell your idea to the
group. Each group will vote on the best idea presented and prizes
will be awarded to the winners! The winning ideas from each
group will be presented to everyone attending the workshop.
All attendees will receive a complete list of all ideas shared in
the four groups.
Co-moderators: SARAH HAMILL, CLU, ChFC, CASL, CLTC,
Marketing Director, Nationwide; GARRY VOITH, CLU, LLIF,
Vice President, Corporate Marketing & Communications,
The Baltimore Life Companies

Marketing & Research Workshops
14.	Lights, Camera, Action! Video Production From Concept
to Audience Engagement
Video is a powerful medium to engage with any audience
including distributors, employees, and consumers. Video is the
fastest growing medium on social media and the internet, and
research shows audiences engage significantly more with video
than static content. Join this session to learn from video experts
how to:
• Conceptualize, create, and deliver outstanding video content
• Execute on a step-by-step video production project plan
• Customize video content for others to redistribute
ERIC KLIETHERMES, Multimedia Designer, Sammons
Financial Group; JONATHAN LABELLO, Multimedia
Designer, Sammons Financial Group; Moderator: BRAD
ROSENBLATT, Vice President, Marketing, Sammons
Financial Group

15.	Digital Disruption: How the Tech World is
Changing Insurance
It happened to the music industry with iTunes. Netflix flipped the
way consumers rent and watch movies. Could insurance be next?
How are tech companies influencing the insurance industry and
how can innovations from various sectors influence the future of
insurance? Most importantly, how receptive are consumers to this
type of innovation? This session will utilize information from
Mintel’s consumer research studies and global trends collection as
well as Comperemedia, Mintel’s competitive intelligence platform.
STEPHANIE ROY, FLMI, Director of Insights, Insurance,
Mintel; Moderator: STACEY FABRICANT, AVP, Marketing
Research, Penn Mutual

16. Millennials Rising
In this workshop, discover what makes the largest generation in
American history unique as well as why Millennials think and act
as they do. The presenter will explore how millennials became who
they are and how this drives their attitudes and behaviors as well
as the implications for the financial services and insurance
industries, providing a roadmap for marketing success.
DANIEL COATES, President, Ypulse; Moderator: NATALIE
HUGINS, Manager, Market Insights, Pacific Life Insurance
Company

2:30 to 3:30 p.m.
17. Social Media Success — Fantasy or Reality?
Growing your social media program is a journey. Like Alice in
Through the Looking Glass there are many moves to make and you
can get tripped-up along the way. In this session, you’ll hear how
these social media programs have grown-up, found their identity,
and are successfully assisting their sales representatives make sales
through social media.

LEAH WHITE, Marketing Manager, Modern Woodmen of
America; Additional Speaker TBA; Moderator: BILL
RODERICK, CLU, ChFC, FIC, Sales Support Manager,
Modern Woodmen of America

18.	Navigating the Consumer Journey: Converting
Experience Into Insights
As consumers are faced with an increasing frequency of product
and service options from multiple providers and channels, seeing
your value through their eyes is critical. How do customers
distinguish value and preferences from a wide range of messages?
This session will address the experiential perspective of consumers
to extract insights about what resonates and why. CEO Richard
Goldman will share primary research and data from
Competiscan’s consumer panel, and will moderate a panel of
industry experts from multiple insurance, financial, and retirement
services companies.
Angela Disser, Senior Director, Marketing Services, CNO
Financial Group; Ann Freeman, Director of Marketing –
Life and Retirement, Allstate Financial; RICHARD
GOLDMAN, CEO & Founder, Competiscan; Stephanie
O’Dear, Head of Marketing, Retirement Solutions Group,
Empower Retirement; Moderator: AUDREY BLAIR-GENTRY,
Senior Market Research Analyst, Western & Southern
Financial Group

19.	Tech Talks With Your Peers
“If you can dream it, you can do it!” Walt Disney proclaimed.
Technology helps us do things faster, better, and more efficiently. In
this interactive session of tech-talk round tables, you will learn
what technology your peers are using. Each attendee will discuss
three table topics (15 minutes each) including: webinars/events/
meetings, marketing workflow and reviews, and marketing
automation. The topic moderators will present peer information
based on an all-attendee survey conducted prior to the Conference
and a case application on each. Session attendees are
encouraged to interact, ask questions, and share their best
practices. Survey results and summaries from each table discussion
will be shared, providing a good benchmark for technology
adoption across the group.
Lee Hunter, FLMI, ACS, Marketing Communications Senior
Consultant, Ohio National Financial Services; Roma Patel,
Assistant Vice President, Digital Marketing Engagement,
Voya; Krista Stevens, Marketing Specialist, Ameritas;
Moderator: Teri Schultz, Vice President, Marketing,
Protective Life

To Register: www.limra.com/mrc
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Marketing & Research Workshops
20.	Research Be Nimble, Research Be Quick!
In today’s business environment we are all being tasked to do
more with less and to do it quickly! This session will showcase
some of the best tips, tools, and tricks to meet the needs of your
organization quickly and efficiently, including another look at last
year’s very popular session on infographics. Our panel of
presenters will include carriers and vendors who will provide an
overview of several tools. One carrier will share their experiences
with internal research initiatives they have implemented to help
them be nimble. Attendees will receive a compilation of tools and
resources being used by member company researchers today.
SARAH EHLINGER, Ph.D., Senior Research Manager,
Principal Financial Group; JOSEPH HOPPER, Ph.D.,
President, Versta Research; Paul Janowitz, CEO and
Founder, icanmakeitbetter; JESSICA KANE, Director,
Consumer and Customer Experience Research, Unum;
Moderator: LINDA MYERS, FLMI, HIA, Manager, Market
Research, Ameritas

Friday, June 3
8:00 to 9:00 a.m.
21. Will the Real Customer (Decision) Please Stand Up?
(Heuristics Used: Familiarity Effect, Rhyming Effect)
Thirty plus years of research shows that humans make >95% of
decisions in life using “heuristics,” mental shortcuts that are so
programmed, they are never discussed. If your brand’s messaging
is not directly “feeding or fighting” the precise heuristics your
customers are using in your category, you might as well not be
talking to them! Go from 0 to 60 on decision heuristics science in
one workshop, and make your messaging three times more
compelling using heuristics.
GAURAV KAPOOR, President, Disruptyx; Moderator:
CAROLINE BEHUNIAK, CFA, Research Director, Voya
Financial

22.	Peering through the Looking Glass — Dimensions of
Assessing Data Analytics Programs
Assessing and building your data analytics program can be a
confusing and difficult task. In this interactive session, you’ll learn
a step-by-step method on how to evaluate your analytics program
— starting with your own objectives, resources, and capabilities.
Come and discover how LIMRA’s new multi-dimensional framework
was developed and how you can use it to get your program to the
next level.
John Wilson, FLMI, AIRC, ACS, Data Scientist, LIMRA;
Co-moderators: NATALIE BARENTHIN, Senior Marketing
Research Analyst, Anthem; ANN FREEMAN, Marketing
Director, Allstate
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MARKETING RESEARCH CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
Chair

Stacey Fabricant, Penn Mutual

Co-Vice Chair

LeAnne Drives, Northwestern Mutual

Co-Vice Chair

Linda Myers, Ameritas

Staff Representative

Kimberly Landry, LIMRA

MARKETING COMMITTEE
Chair

Chris Campbell, CNO Financial Group

Vice Chair

Mat Nelson, MassMutual

Staff Representative

Donna Ericson, LIMRA

Conference Details
TO REGISTER

HOTEL INFORMATION

Register Online: http://www.limra.com/mrc
By Mail:

Registration Fees

LIMRA
Attn: Events Registration
300 Day Hill Road
Windsor, CT 06095, U.S.A.

Before May 4, 2016:
LIMRA member
$1,195
LOMA member only $1,795
Nonmember
$2,390

By Fax:
LIMRA
Attn: Events Registration
Fax: 860-285-7792

After May 4, 2016:
LIMRA member
$1,395
LOMA member only $2,095
Nonmember
$2,790

LIMRA requires prepayment of registration fees prior to all
conferences and meetings. Please make checks payable to
LIMRA in U.S. dollars drawn on a bank in the United States.
For Vendor registration fees, call Events Registration at
800.235.4672 (U.S. and Canada) or 860.285.7789.
Spouses/Guests: A registration fee of $100 is available to
spouses and guests of registered attendees. Individuals in an
industry-related position, co-workers, or associates do not
qualify. We invite spouses/guests to participate in the event’s
food and social functions and ask that they wear their badge
to these events. Participation in the general sessions and
workshops is limited to those who have paid the full
registration fee to attend the conference.
Meeting Attire: The attire for all functions of this conference
is business casual.

Disney’s Grand Floridian Resort & Spa
4401 Grand Floridian Way
Orlando, FL 32830
Phone/Reservations: 407.939.4686
Make your reservations by May 4, 2016 and mention
the LIMRA Marketing & Research Conference Group in
order to receive the group rate of $220 single/double
(plus applicable sales and resort taxes). Requests after
May 4, 2016 will be accepted on space availability.
The group guest room rate will be offered three days prior
and three days after the meeting dates and subject to
availability of rooms at the time of your reservation.
Reservations must be guaranteed with a major credit card.
Check-in time is: 3:00 p.m./check-out time is 11:00 a.m.
Please visit this website for theme park tickets and
information about Disney’s Magical Express Transportation:
http://www.mydisneymeetings.com/limra2016/

CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDIT
LIMRA, in conjunction with the Society of Financial Service
Professionals, is pleased to inform you that attendance at
any of the workshop sessions will qualify interested
individuals for one PACE credit per session. A certification
form will be available at the Conference Registration Desk.

To Register: www.limra.com/mrc
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Thank You to Our Conference Sponsors and Exhibitors
Elite Strategic Partner

Digital Training Strategic Partner
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